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A FAMILYOF COUNTABLY
COMPACT/VHYPERGROUPS
BY

CHARLES F. DUNKL AND DONALD E. RAMIREZ(')
ABSTRACT. An infinite compact group is necessarily uncountable, by the
Baire category theorem. A compact /",-hypergroup, in which the product of
two points is a probability measure, is much like a compact group, having an
everywhere supported invariant measure, an orthogonal system of characters
which span the continuous functions in the uniform topology, and a multiplicative semigroup of positive-definite functions.
It is remarkable that a compact
¿Vhypergroup can be countably infinite. In this paper a family of such hypergroups, which include the algebra of measures on the p-adic integers which are
invariant under the action of the units (for p = 2, 3, 5, • • •) is presented. This
is an example of the symmetrization technique.
It is possible to give a nice
characterization of the Fourier algebra in terms of a bounded-variation condition, which shows that the usual Banach algebra questions about the Fourier algebra, such as spectral synthesis, and Helson sets have easily determinable answers. Helson sets are finite, each closed set is a set of synthesis, the maximal
ideal space is exactly the underlying hypergroup, and the functions that operate
are exactly the Lip 1 functions.

Introduction. An infinite compact group is necessarily uncountable, by the
Baire category theorem. A compact P*-hypergroup, in which the product of two
points is a probability measure, is much like a compact group, having an everywhere
supported invariant measure, an orthogonal system of characters which span the
continuous functions in the uniform topology, and a multiplicative semigroup of
positive-definite functions. It is remarkable that a compact /'♦-hypergroup can be
countably infinite. In this paper we present a family of such hypergroups, which include the algebra of measures on the p-adic integers which are invariant under the
action of the units (for p = 2, 3,5, • • •)• This is an example of the symmetrization
. technique (see [3]). It is possible to give a nice characterization of the Fourier
algebra in terms of a bounded-variation condition, which shows that exactly the
Lipschitz functions operate in the Fourier algebra.
The first chapter gives the definitions, and construction of the example, a
family of /'♦-hypergroups Ha,for 0 <a < H, each of which has the topological
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structure of the one-point compactification of the nonnegative integers. The case
H1/p, p prime, is the set of equivalence classes of the p-adic integers modulo
the group of units (under multiplication). §5 shows for 0 < a < b < H that
natural homomorphisms exist from Ha to Hb. § 6 shows that both the partial
summation and the Poisson kernels are positive.
In Chapter 2 characterizations of the forward and inverse Fourier transforms
of various Lp-spaces are presented. These were developed by R. Spector [5] in
the p-adic case. The reader will note the significant difference between this situation and the classical Fourier series case.
Finally in Chapter 3 we show that the usual Banach algebra questions about
the Fourier algebra, such as spectral synthesis, and Helson sets have easily determinable answers. Helson sets are finite, each closed set is a set of synthesis, the
maximal ideal space is exactly the underlying hypergroup, and the functions that
operate are exactly the Lip 1 functions.

Chapter

I

1. The basic theory of hypergroups has been developed by Dunkl in [1]. A
hypergroup F is a compact space on which the space M(H) of (finite) regular
Borel measures is a commutative Banach algebra under its natural norm, possessing a multiplication (denoted by *), and such that the space Mp(H) of probability measures is a compact commutative topological (jointly continuous multiplication) semigroup with unit ôe (a unit point mass at some e EH) under the
weak- topology-for example, H a compact commutative topological semigroup
with unit.
For a hypergroup H there exists a continuous map \: H x H —►M(H)
defined by \(x, y) = ôx * ôy EMp(H). For fE C(H), the space of continuous

functions on H, and x EH define R(x)fE C(H), by

R(x)f(y)=ffd\(y,x)

(yen).

If a hypergroup H possesses an invariant measure m EM (H), (that is,

SHR(x)fdm = Sfjfdm, fE C(H), xEH)
x (x EH) such that

(1)

and a continuous involution x h*

fH(R(x)f)gdm=fHf(R(x')gfdm

(f, g E C(H),x E H),

and

e G spt \(x, x)

(x g H),

then H is called a -hypergroup (spt/i denotes the minimum closed subset of
H carrying the measure u).
A nonzero function <pE C(H) is a character if the following formula holds:
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<Kxyp(y)
= fH<t>d\(x,
y)
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(x,y EH).

Consequences of these definitions are (l)The space H of characters is an orthog-

onal basis for L2(H, dm), and (2) sptm = H.
It is not now known whethera *-hypergroup H has the linear span [H] of
H dense in C(H) (in the sup-norm topology). If a *-hypergroup H has the
further property that HH C coF, the convex hull of H, then H is said to be a
/Vhypergroup; and a fortiori, for compact /Vhypergroups H isa topological

basis for C(H).
Examples of compact /Vhypergroups include compact abelian groups, the
space of conjugacy classes of a compact nonabelian group, and the space of twosided cosets in certain homogeneous space, for example in SO(«)/SO(« - 1)

(«>3) (see [1,§4]).
In the sequel, H will always be a compact P^-hypergroup.
2. Symmetrization of hypergroups. The method of symmetrization of a /V
hypergroup was introduced by the authors in [3]. We will in this paper use this
construction to produce a denumerable compact F*-hypergroup-a striking contrast to infinite compact groups.
Given a homeomorphism t on a compact F*-hypergrpup //, define Tj :

C(H)-»C(H) by T1f(x)=f(Tx), fEC(H), xEH.

Let t* be the (weak-*

continuous) adjoint of 7^—that is,

fjdT ¡ß = fHf°Ttdß

(fEC(H),ßE M(H)).

The homeomorphism r is called an automorphism if Tj \(x, y) = X(tx, ry)

(x, y EH). This implies that, for <pEH, <p° tEH, and that t(x)' = r(x)
(xEH).
Let W be a compact group of automorphisms on the compact F*-hypergroup F-the topology on If is the pointwise topology from H, and the map
(x, t) *—*■
t(x) of H x W —>H is separately continuous.
2.1. Definition. For H a compact F*-hypergroup and W a compact
group, we define the symmetrization operator a, on C(H) by

°ifW = fwfljx)dmw(7)

(JE C(H),xEH),

where mw denotes the Haar measure on W.

We define the compact space Hw by identifying the points of H which
are in the same orbit; that is, Hw = Hl~ where x ~y if and only if there exists
t EW such that tx = y.
2.2. Remark. In [3, Theorem 4.5] we showed that the space Hw is a
compact /'♦-hypergroup, and that the space Hw of characters of Hw is the
set a, F viewed as a subspace of C(HW).
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2.3. Examples. (1) Let T be the unit circle group {e'e: 0 < 6 < 2ir},
and let W = {id, t}, where id(x) = x and t(x) = 3c, xET. Then Tw = [0, it],
and the symmetrized characters <pE Tw are the cosine functions coswÔ, 0 E
[0, n\ m EZ+ (the nonnegative integers).
(2) If in Example 2.3(1), we replace [0, it] by [-1,1] by the transformation cosfl = x, then [-1,1] isa P*-hypergroup. Since the Tchebyshev polynomials of the first kind satisfy
Tm(x)Tm(y) = KTm(xy - >J(\ -x2)(\

-y2))

+ Wm(xy + V(l -*2)(1 -y2)),
it follows that the hypergroup structure in [-1,1]

X(jc,y) = U(xy -y/(l

-x2)(l

x,yE[-l,l],

mGZ+,

is given by

-y2))

+ U(xy + V(l -*2)(1 -y2)),

x, y € [-1,1],

where 5 (z) denotes the unit point mass at z.
(3) By letting the permutation group on N letters act on the A^-foldCartesian product of a two-point hypergroup, one obtains Krawtchouk polynomials
as characters (see [3] for the details).

3. Symmetrization of the p-adic integers. Fix a prime p and let Ap denote the ring of p-adic integers. Each x E A has a unique expansion x =

Xq + xx p + • • • + xnp" + • • • where x, —0,1, • • •, p - 1 for j > 0. Let W
denote the group of units, that is, {x E Ap: x0 =£0}. The norm I • lp on Ap

is defined by 101,=0, bcL = p~k where k = min {/: x¡ =É0} for x # 0.
Then W = {jc: bclp= 1} and x = wy for some w£IC if and only if lxlp =
\y\p. Thus Ap is the union of countably many W-orbits {ty j = 0, 1, • ■-, °°}
where |w = {0} and fy = {x: \x\p= p~'} for / = 0, 1, • • •. The space of
orbits is homeomorphic to Z+, the one-point compactification of Z+, the nonnegative integers.
To preserve the notation from §2, we will use H for A . The above remarks show the following (note that the points of Hw are the orbits %j).

Proposition 3.1. For H = A , and W the group of units in A , the sym♦
metrized P^-hypergroup Hw is homeomorphic to Z+.
We compute the invariant measure mH which is nothing but the symmetrization of the Haar measure of A (see [3, Corollary 3.10]). For convenience
we write mk for mHw({$k}), k GZ*.

Proposition

3.2. For 0 < k < °°, mk = (\lp)k(\ - 1/p) and m„ = 0.
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Proof. Write mH for the Haar measure of Ap. Then
™k - mH^k) ■ mHÍx: \x\p <p-k}-mH{x:

\x\p <p"fe_I}

= p"fe ~p'k~l,

as claimed. (Note that {bclp <p-fc-1} is a subgroup of index p in {bclp<
p~k} and proceed by induction.) Finally mx = mH({0}) = 0. D
Recall from Remark 2.2 that Hw = ffjF, the symmetrized characters of
A„. The characters of Hw will be interpreted as functions on Z+ and the general theory [1, Theorem 3.5] shows that they form an orthogonal system relative to the measure {mk} introduced above. We proceed to the direct calculation of the characters. Essentially this depends on the method of Gaussian sums

[4, Chapter 20].
Definition 3.3. For each n = 1, 2, • • • define irn: Ap —*■
Z(p") by
n^ = ¿Z"Z¿Xjp'(modp"). Then irn is a ring homomorphism, which maps W
onto the units in Z(p").
Each additive character of Z(p") is of the form fy: x v~*e(xj/p"), j = 0,
1, • • -, p" - 1. (We will use the notation e(y) = exp(2niy) in this section.)
Each character of A is of the form x t—*<pf(irnx) some n, ; (that is, Ap is the
injective limit of Z(pn), called Z(p°°)). To see the action of W on such a character, note that <t>f(nn(wx))= <pf((irnw)(nnx)), thus for a given character, integration over W can be replaced by a finite sum over the units of Z(p") (some n).

Lemma 3.4. Let <j>
E Ap. Choose an integer n so that <¡>corresponds to
some <j>f
E Z(p")~, then the symmetrization of 0 is given by

(where 2' indicates summation over w with the g.c.d. (w, p) = 1, that is, a reduced residue class system). Clearly 0^0(0) = 1.
Each x # 0 can be uniquely written as i = wpm, some w E W, m = 0,
1, • • -, and ox<j>(x)= al<p(pm), for 0 E Ap, so it suffices to calculate a1(()(pm).
Let 0O denote the trivial character = 1, then a j <p0= 1. Suppose now <j>
# 0O;
then there exist integers n and / such that 1 </ <p" - 1 and <p(x)= <pj(nnx)
(x E Ap). Further 7r„pm =0 for m>n, tt„0 = 0, thus a^p"1)
= 1 for
m>n.
Since irnpm = pm for 0 < m < n - 1 we must evaluate

MOm) =-

1

Pn~l(p-\)

»"-1

E

e(wjpm-") for 0 < m < « - 1.

w=l

But / has a unique expression / = pkwl some k with 0 < k < n - 1 and wt
a unit in Z(p"). Thus we want 2'we(wpm+fc~") for 0 < m, k <n - 1.
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Lemma 3.5. For n>\

let Fn(z) = 2'p"=T,1zw(z E C), then

Fn(z) = z(zp~l - \)(zpn - l)/(z - 1)0* - 1).

If zp = \ and z# 1 then Fn(z) = -pn_1, and F„(l) = pn~l(p - 1).
Proof. Proceed by induction. It suffices to prove the formula for [z| < 1
(so zm =¿ 1 for m = 0, 1, 2, • • •)• First Fx(z) = z + z2 + • • • + z"-1 =
z(zp~l - l)/(z - 1). Further
p-i

p"-i

„

k= 1 w= 1

-*i,C0+2

^VB(z)

=F„(z)(zP',+1-iy(zPn-i),

k=l

which completes the induction. The special values for zp = 1 are easily ob-

tained. D
We return to the main computation.

(p"_1(p - l)F1*a(«0",+*~B))
values

Lemma 3.4 shows that ff10/(pm) =

(where / = w^"), and Lemma 35 gives the

1 if m + k > n,

-I/O - 1) if m + fc= n-l,
0 ifO<m

+ A;<n-2.

Note that the values depend only on n -k, for each given m. Thus the symmetrized characters have been determined, and they are naturally indexed by a
single integer.

Definition

3.6. For n = 0,1, 2, • • • define a function x„ on Z+ by

Il,

m>norm=°°,

-l/(p-l),

m = n-l,

0,

m<n-2.

Theorem 3.7. The functions (x„: n = 0, 1, • • •} are the characters of
Hw under the identification of the orbit %¡ with j (j = 0, 1, • • -, °°).
Proof.

The trivial character 0O = 1 symmetrizes (trivially) to Xo- If

0 E Âp, 0 # 0O, then write 0(x) = e(jxlpn) some n = 1, • • • and 1 </ <
p" - 1. Put / = pkw1 and x = pmw (w,wlEW)
then o,0(x) = X„-k(m)>
by the above calculations. Also ó\ 0(0) = Xn-jtC00)- CD
It is easy to compute that S^=0«ife lx„(fc)l2= (Pn_1(P ~ I))-1» for n>\,
and 2-=0mfclXo(fc)l2= l.
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Having determined the characters of Hw we will now find the structural
measures X(m, n), the convolution of 6m with 8n, m,nEZ+.
Since °° is the
identity (corresponding to 0 G A ) we see that \(m, °°) = 5m for each m E
Z+. The others will be found using the identities Xfc(w)Xjt(")= ¡Hu/Xk^P1, n)

for ifc= 0, 1,2, • ••.
Theorem

3.8. Let \ be as in §1. Then for m=£n,

X(n, m) = 5(min(«, m))

[0,
1

(n, m E Z+), and

t<n,

Id -2
\(n,n)(t)
= If^f,
t = n,
1

1/p*,
Proof.
one has

r = n + k>n

Let «, m E Z+ with « <m.

(n, t E Z+).

Since for all characters X/ (' G Z+)

X/(")= Xi(n)x¡(m)= fHwX¡dHn, m),
it follows that X(n, «j) = S(n).
Now let n GZ+ and note that X(n, «)(r) = 0 for t <n

since 1 =

X„(n)x„(ri)= ÏHWX„dï-(ri,n), and so
sptX(n, «) C {/ G Z+: X/i= 1} = {/ G Z+: / > «} U {~}.
For notational convenience, let Am = X(«, n)(m) and so /lm = 0 for m <n.

Since x„+i(")x„+i(«)

= SHXn+id\(n, n), one has

¿„ = (p - 2)/(p - 1).
Let m > n + 1, then

0 = Xm(ri)Xm(ri)
= fHwXm<&(n-ri)
m-l

z
tH4—* I1-£*•)■
k=n

m—2

o = ¿m-i +(i-p)-(i-p)Vi
/

PAm-l=(P-^[^-ZA
\

m-2

fc=n
k=n

We compute now (with m = n + 2),

\

I

-0-p)E^fc.

fc=n
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p

\

p-l)-p-

Suppose An+i = (1/p)'; then

Our next goal will be to compute the multiplication table for the characters

ÍX,: / = 0, 1, • • •}. Observe that x„Xm = Xm f°r n<m.
write x„ = 2"=oc/X/- Thus for 1 </<«,

fHwÂXidm=7LcffHwXfXidm
= c,/^tfdm

Let n > 1 and

= ctpl-l(p - l)'1 ;

and for / = 0, we have l/p"~l(p - 1) = fHwxlXodm = c0.
Now for 1 < / < n,

Ci= Pl-l(p-l)fHwxlxtdm

= pl/p"=p'-".

For / = n,

cn=pl-\p-\)fHwxlxndm

=p'-hp-1)((^) Vi + £ «*)

- (p - 2)/(p - 1).
We have thus shown the following:

Theorem 3.9. For n>\,
P

(P- 1)

k=i

P

X

4. A family of countable compact /Vhypergroups. Motivated by the results
of §3, we will in this section show how to construct for any a, 0 < a < Vi,a
compact countable F*-hypergroup. For p prime and a = 1/p the example
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agrees with the hypergroup Hw constructed in §3.
Let a be such that 0 < a < % and define Ha to be the compact space
Z+. Define the measure m on Ha by

!(1 - a)ak,

0,

k*°°,

k=°°.

For each n EZ+, define

¡O,

For n, mEZ+

k<n-\,

al(a-\),

* = n-l,

1,

k>n

or k= °°.

with n=£ m, define X(«, m) = 5(min(n, m)), and for n = m

let

JO,

t<n,

X(n, n)(t) = { 1 _g , r = n,
afc,

r = n+*>n.

Theorem 4.1. 77ie space Ha (0 <a < Vt) is a compact P*-hypergroup
with characters (x¡. I = 0, 1, • • •}, invariant measure m, and the trivial involution x = x. Also

r

i1'

« = 0,

(a"/(I-a),

n>\,

iHxldm = \
and for n EZ+ we have

"-1

l-2a

Proof. That Ha isa F*-hypergroup is straightforward. The other compu-■
tations are just like those in §3. D

Remark 4.2. The compact F*-hypergroup Ha (0<a<
54) has a neighborhood basis of open subhypergroups at the identity e = °°; namely, the sets
{«: n >m} U {«>}for each m E Z+, whosearmihilatorsin F are {x0. Xi »' ' '. Xm}5. Homomorphisms between hypergroups. In this section, a, b are such that
0 < a, b < Vi and Ha, Hb are defined as in §4. The characters of Ha, Hb

will be denoted by x¡"\ X¡b) respectively, / G Z+. The invariant measure on Ha,
Hb will be denoted by m^a\ m^ respectively.
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Definition 5.1. The space P(Ha) is the collection of continuous functions
/ on Ha which can be expressed as a linear combination of the characters of Ha
with summable positive coefficients. We call / G P(Ha) a positive-definite function on Ha.
Since Ha and Hb are both isomorphic to Z+ there exists a canonical map
from Fa —*Hb. Let it be the induced map of C(Hb) —* C(Ha)-

Theorem 5.2. Let 0 < 2><a < lA. Then irP(Hb) C P(Ha).
Proof. For IEZ+

we will show that irx$b) E P(Ha). Write nx\b) as

2Í-=0c.-xia*. The functions on Z+ which are constant on [/, °°] are linear combinations of (x,-:0 </ < /}. Consider

Co = c0 ¡Ha Xoa)XoaWfl) = fjt

Cfx}a>)Xo<bn<*

= fH («X¡b))XodmW
= ^rmjß\ * t mP
"a

oí

\ i-i

i

k=¡

i-i I <t~ b

= ^rl(l-a)a^+a'=a'-^fzrf)
Similarly for ct we have

c
(1 -aja'-1

+al

(-)(-)

and so C/ = (1 -a)/(l -b)>0.
For 1 </ < / - 1, we have

^W»**-(**}•«
♦¿hé»
-HN)and so c; - (1 - a)(a - o)a'_1 "'/(l - ô) > 0.
Corollary

5.3. For 0 < o < a < & and / > 1,

^(í.) ^"(a-fr)

m

D

(1_¿)

(a) + 'y1 (l-aKa-ft)«1-1^

xo +£.

(1_ô)

(a) + ÍJjl«)

Xi +(i_¿,)X/

(«)

•

Since Fa, Hb are both isomorphic to Z+, there exists a canonical map p:
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Ha —*■
Hb. We wish to investigate when p extends to a positive map of

C(Ha)-*C(Hb)

(that is,/>

0 implies p/>0).

Theorem 5.4. For 0 < b < a < J4 and / G Z+, fAerecx/srs pz EMp(Ha)
such that x„b)(f) = lHaXna)dß, (n E Z+).

Proof. Put

1 -a _**

A n -aVa-M

Since la I < Vi, ßtEM(Ha).
Mp(Ha) consider

Since a>b,

„_,

ß,>0.

To see that p., i

For n = /+ 1,
-///^

*'

(l-*)(a-l)

à

(1-*)

a

= ^T-x„6>(0.
For n < /,

r jX«)jMj= Li* + v (i-«)(g-ft)^-i

= ! = (6)(/)

For n>/+l,

/• y(«)ju « Q-a)(g-ft)

fln-2-//Lg\

(1- a)(a-^J.L
(1 -6)

+ y

(l-g)(g-6)

.-i

+ylA. 0. D
\a - 1 1 -a/

Corollary
5.5. For 0 < 6 < a < H, f«e «zap p: Fa —►
Hb extends to
a positive map from C(Ha) —*C(Hb).
Proof. Extend p to the linear span [Ha] by p(2"_xc¡x¡"^) =
SîLi C/PJfJ which is well defined since the characters are linearly independent.
Since [Ha] is dense in C(Ha) we need only show that p: [Ha] —> [F6]
is bounded and then extend by uniform continuity. Let /= Tl"-Ícix\a^ E

[Ha],f > 0, and lEZ+CHb;

then
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Pf(t)=i=i
tetptfHn-t.'c¡&>®
i=i
= tcifHX^dßl=
j=l

"a

f

tciX^dß,

"«1=1

= fHfdßi>0.
"a
Also llp/IL< ll/IL, and llpll< 1. D
6. Partial summation kernels. In this section we retain the notation from
§§4 and 5. Let 0 <a < % and Ha the associated compact /Vhypergroup isomorphic to Z+.
\
Definition 6.1. For fE C(Ha), the Fourier series of / is given by
oo

/~/oXo+ ro-aKn/„x„,
n=l

where fn = SHfXn dm, n EZ+.
given by

The partial summation kernel Kn, n E Z+, iis

Kn = Xo + í(^-a)a-'Xf,
and so fHKn dm = 1 (the weights are the L2-norms of xi see Theorem 4.1).

Theorem 6.2. Let m, nEZ+; then
!0,

m<n,

a~",

m>n.

Proof. For m>n,

Kn(m) = Xr»

+ £ 0 -a)a-'Xf(m) = 1 + ¿(1
/=i
/=i

-a)a~'' = a~".

For 0 < m < n,
m

Kn(m) = 1 + Z (1 -a)a~'
/=i
= 1 -(1 -l/a)m

+ (1 -a)a~<m+1 >a/(a - 1)

-a_m =0.

Finally,
F„(0) = 1 + (1 -a)a-1x,(0)

= 1+ (1 -a)a-lal(a

- 1) = 0.

D

Theorem 6.3. Let fE C(Ha); then Kn *fJL>-f uniformly as n —►°°.
Proof .Let e > 0. Since the map x i—>R(x)f is uniformly continuous
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[1, Theorem 1.10], there exists a neighborhood V of e = °° such that for y E

V, IIKO0/-/IL < e. By Theorem 6.2, there exists N such that, for n > N,
sptKn C V. By [1, Proposition 3.4], for x EH,

Kn */(*) - /„ R(x)f(y')K„(y)dm(y);
"a

but y ■ y' in F. and R(x)f(y) = R(y)f(x). Thus
\Kn*f(x)-f(x)\

= f„ (R(j)f(x) -f(x))Kn(y)dm(y)

<ll/?0)/-/IL<e.
Definition

D

6.4. For r with 0 < r < 1, we define the Poisson sum Pr by
M

pr = xo+ £(i-«)<rvx„,
n=l

a pointwise finite sum.

Theorem 6.5. For r with 0 <r<

1, Pr(0) = 1 -r, and for k EZ+,

Proof. Fr(0) = 1 + (1 -a^rx^O)
For kEZ+,

= 1 + (1 -a)a-lral(a

Pr(k)= 1 + Ü-I^r +SLl£lr2 + . . . + Oj^l^
a2

ak

- 1) = 1 -r.

+ (l-a)rk+i_JL_
a*+1

(« " D

rla

a
ft+i

= l-ZL—
ak

+ ,°—^-(r-rfc+1a-ft)
(a-r)x

= (a-n)(a-ar

'

+ a-"/**2 - a'"/**1 )

-«-'>T^>0-

o

Remark 6.6. Note, for 0 <r < 1, that Pr > 0, fHPrdm = 1 and, for any
neighborhood V of °° G F,

sup {IP,(*)I;fcé K}—►
0 as r —»1.
By a standard argument, Pr *f—*f

uniformly as r —* 1 (/ G C(F)).
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II

7. Characterizations of T~xlp(H). We keep the notation developed in §4.
Let a be such that

0 < a < H, H = zl,

m(k) = (1 - a)ak (k E Z+), m(°°)= 0,

and

'0,

fc<n-l,

\al(a-\),

k = n-l,

1,
Definition

(n,kEZ+).

k>n,

7.1. Let p > 1. For a function f on H define

¥\p=(Ím)r(l-a)akJ

,

and ¿''(F, dm) to be the space of all functions / with ll/llp< °°.
Definition 7.2. For kEZ+, define

1,

* = 0,

(l-a)/ak,

k>\

c(k) = c(Xk) =

(recall Theorem 4.1).
Definition 7.3. Let p > 1. For a function / on H, define

W\p= [Zo\f(k)\pc(xk)j ,
and /p (F) to be the space of such functions / with ll/llp < °°.

Note that F(H) C c0(H).

Definition 7.4. For fELl(H), define fEc0(H)
SHfX„dm. The map / ■—*
/ is denoted by F.
Definition 7.5. For fEll(H)

by f(n) =/„ =

define the function f~lfE C(H) by
oo

F~7- Z c(xk)/(fc)xfc.
fc=0

The space V'lll(H) is denoted by ^(F). For Kp<

2, define F~lF(H) to

be the subspace of Ll(H) of those functions / such that VfElp(H).
Remark 7.6. For p a prime and A the space of p-adic integers, let
Gn = {x E Ap: x¡ = 0 for 0 < / < «}. René Spector [5] defined a function
/ on A to be radial if it is constant on each subset of Ap of the form
Gn\G„+1, called a corona. The space of continuous radial functions on Ap is
isomorphic to C(H) (with a = 1/p). Spector has defined and characterized the

p.-hypergroup
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Fourier transforms of radial functions on A . We will now state the analogous
results for hypergroups. The reader is referred to Spector [5] for the unfortunately tedious proofs. We will however give straightforward proofs in §9 for
the case p = 1.

Proposition
a"("+1)(/„+i

7.7. Let fE Ll(H); then /(« + 1) - /(«) =

-/n+2).

nEZ+,and

/(0)=/0

-/,.

Proof (See Spector [5, p. 64]). For « > 0,

fn+i = fHfxn+idm
= f(n)(al(a - 1))(1 - a)an +

£

f(k)ak(1 - a)

fc=n+l
OO

= -f(n)an+l +

Z f(k)ak(l-a).
k=n+l

Similarly,

/n+2 = -fin + l)a"+2 +

E mak(\

-a).

fe=n+2

Subtracting yields

Lx -L2 = -/(«K+1 +/(» + 1)(«"+10-a) +a"+2)
= a"+1(/("+

!)-/(»))•

Ü

Theorem 7.8. For 1 <p < 2, and /G Ll(H), fE F_1/P(F) //and on/>
if 2£=, l/(/fc)- f(k - 1)I" ak(j3~lÏ < «o.

Theorem 7.9.For 1 <p<2 and fELl(H), fE f~lP(H) implies
i:k=0ak(p-1 >l/(fc)lp< -, ZT«,converse noWsfor 1 <p < 2.
Remark 7.10. Let / be a function on H with either
¿

!/(*) -/(*

- l)lpflfc(p_1) < °°

(1 < P < 2),

k=\

or
OO

¿Z \f(k)\pak<J>-1) < oo

(1< p < 2).

Then fELx(H). To see this, note that these two conditions both define norms
on the trigonometric polynomials which are equivalent to the norm given from
lp(H); and that the trigonometric polynomials are dense in lp(H) as well as the
weighted IP -space of functions defined by these two conditions.
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8. Characterizations of VLP(H). The space H = Z+ is a *-hypergroup with
the invariant measure being c (Definition 7.2) and conjugation being the involution. Using Proposition 7.7, we now characterize VLP(H) (1 <p < 2).

For fE HP(H), let fE LP(H) be the unique function with F(/) =/.

Theorem 8.1. For 1 <p<2
if i:k=0a-k(p-l)\f(k)

and fE FL\H), fE h~Lp(H)if and only

-f(k + \)\p< ~.

Theorem 8.2. For 1 <p <2 and fE VLl(H), fE FLP(H) implies
2"=0a"*(p_1)|/(Â:)rD <oo. The converse holds for l<p<2.

Remark 8.3. Let / be a function on H with f(k) —>■
0 as k —■*■
°° and
either

¿2 \f(k) -f(k - l)\pa~k(p-l) < »

(1 <p < 2),

fc=i

or
OO

£ (rt*)i"«-*<'»-1>
< °°

*=o

(1< p < 2).

Then /e VLl(H). To see this, note that these two conditions both define norms
on the trigonometric polynomials which are equivalent to the norms given from
LP(H); and that the trigonometric polynomials are dense in Lp(H) as well as
the weighted IP -space of functions vanishing at infinity defined by these two con-

ditions.
9. A characterization of TLX(H). In this section we give a short proof of

Theorem 8.1 for the case p = 1.
Definition 9.1. For / a function on H = Z+ (0 < a < &), define

ll/llftu- 2k=0 \f(k) -f(k + 1)1. The space bv0(H) is the collectionof all /
such that

ll/llöu < oo and which vanish at infinity.

Lemma 9.2. Let pEM(H)

(0 <a < lA),then p{°o} = \imk^ß(k).

Proof.

where ßaEL1(H)

Write p = pa+pd

and ßd = ß\{<*>}.Then

since L\HfC c0(H), ßa(k) —>0 as k-^> <*>.Also ßd(k) = (i{»}, k > 0. D

Proposition 9.3. Let ß E Ll(H). Then l|pll&u
<((1+a)/(l-a))l|pll;
and thus FLl(H) C bv0(H).

Proof. Let ßELx(H).
Now

Write ß = ^=0ßn6n,

fei = S"=0lp„K oo.
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w„„= £

n=0

ßn«J
bv

< llpllsup{llôjl^: nEZ+}< llpll(l+ 2a/(l -a))
smce

0,

«„(*)= fxkd&(ri)
= x» =

fc>« + l,

a/(a- 1), k = n + 1,

1,

*<« + !. D

Theorem 9.4. FLX(H)= bv0(H) (0 <a < K). Alsofor fELx(H),

Proof. Let gEbvQ(H). Define gkEbv0(H) (kEZ+)

by

Í1, ifKk,
n
0,
if / > AT.

Write g = ^=0ckgk

where c0 = 0, c„ = g(n) -g(n + 1), ¿(n) - 2~=„cfc,

and Z?=0lcfcl = "*o <oo.
To show g E Lx(Hf it sufficesto show that F~xgk ELl(H) and

IIF_1^lli <1, kEZ+.
For this result, recall the definition of the partial summation kernel Kn

from §6: Kn = Xo+ SjLiO -«)-Tfy.

Thus K„ = S^0 c(X/)g„Jt>,and so

Kn = ¿V equivalently F_1gn " Kn ELl(H).

Also recall fHKndm = 1. Hence

IIF-V«,< F 1 L ífcá'fc,<2: icfci=w»B. d
fc=0
fc=0
Chapter HI
10. Banach algebra considerations. Let 0 < a < \A and H = Z+ be as in
Chapter II. The Fourier algebra A(H) of H by Theorem 7.8 is the same as the
space BV(H) of functions of bounded variation on H. Thus we have:

Theorem 10.1. 77ieFourier algebra A(H) of H (0 < a < lA) is a regular
Banach algebra with H as its maximal ideal space.

Since M(H) ä LX(H) ® C by the decomposition ß - plF\{°°} + pl{oo},
we have:

Theorem 10.2. The maximal Meal space of M(H) (0 < a < V¿)is HU
{XoJ where x»(p) = ß{°°}-
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Definition

10.3. A set E EH is called a Helson set if F is closed and

A(H)\E = C(E). A set F C F is calleda Sidon set if FLX(H)\E= c0(E).
Using Theorem 7.8 and Theorem 9.4 we have:

Theorem 10.4. 77zeHelson (Sidon) sets of H (H) are the finite subsets of
H (H) respectively.
Definition

10.5. A subset E CH is said to be a set of spectral synthesis

for A(H) if given e>0 and fEA(H) with /=0
on F, there exists g E
A(H) with ll/~árlU(//) < e and g = 0 on a neighborhoodof F.
Once again since A(H) = BV(H), we have:

Theorem

10.6. Every subset E of H is a set of spectral synthesis for

Am
Definition
\f(x)-f(y)Kl\x-y\,

10.7. A function / on C is said to be Lipschitz provided
l<°° (x.yEC).
A function g on C is said to oper-

ate on A(H) provided given fEA(H)

(with /(F) C domains), then g ° fE

A(H).
Theorem 10.8. The functions which operate on A(H) (0 <a < të) are
the Lipschitz functions.
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